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GENCI
The Year 2013

Genci was created by public authorities in 2007, with the aim of placinG france amonG

the leading countries within europe and on the international stage in terms of hpc. 
GENCI’s role is to implement the national strategy for HPC in support of scientific research
within France, in close liaison with the three national computing centres; to be a player in
the creation of an integrated European HPC ecosystem; to work to promote numerical simu-
lation and HPC within the academic and industrial communities, and, in combination with
Bpifrance and Inria, as part of a specific initiative for the SME sector.
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DEVELOPING A COLLECTIVE DyNAMIC AT ALL LEVELS, ACTING TO CA-

talyze energies, providing leverage to extend the use

of numerical simulation and high performance compu-

ting… This is a summary of what GENCI has been doing for

the six years of its existence, for all scientific and industrial

users.

Our work has played its part in developing and consolida-

ting the high performance computing (HPC) ecosystem, at

regional, national and European levels. In Europe, with the

advanced resources available through the PRACE research

infrastructure (see page 22), progress have been made in

all fields, with a scientific quality acknowledged by Thierry

Van der Pyl, Director “Excellence in Science” at DG Connect

(see page 24). At the national level, with the renewed al-

location for Idris, GENCI can now make almost 2 petaflop/s

on computers with complementary architectures available

to French researchers. With more than 700 million hours

allocated across an average of nearly 600 projects a year,

GENCI works to ensure French research, in all disciplines,

is scientifically competitive and even though demand is

well ahead of supply (see pages 4-5), as highlighted by Oli-

ver Pironneau, Chair of GENCI Evaluation Committee (see

pages 6-7). 

At the regional level, finally, Equip@meso, Equipex coordi-

nated by GENCI with 14 partner mesocentres, has excee-

ded even the most optimistic forecasts: Not only has there

been a doubling of the computing power available in the

regions in barely two years, and already achieving signifi-

cant scientific results, but a real regional dynamic has also

been created, greatly enhancing

the work achieved at the national level (see page 14).

Another area of success has been that of the HPC-SME

(HPC-PME) Initiative - supported by Bpifrance, GENCI and

Inria. Starting from what was simple intuition - that nume-

rical simulation and HPC must make the SME sector more

competitive and innovative - this has been proven beyond

doubt, providing the evidence that this approach is one of

critical importance. A number of SMEs in 2013 successfully

made the transition to HPC, winning markets in other

countries with increasingly innovative products and crea-

ting employment (see pages 18-21). And the impetus has

been felt throughout the entire ecosystem: at the Euro-

pean level, with the launch of the Shape programme, ap-

plying the HPC-SME Initiative model; at the national and

regional levels with the extension of the initiative right

down to the ground level, drawing on the support available

from the Equip@meso partners. Thus as Sébastien Candel,

Professor at Ecole Centrale de Paris and member of the

French Academy of Sciences (see page 15) has written, HPC

is a truly effective way of transferring knowledge and crea-

ting value. In evidencing this, we will outline throughout

this report, a number of the remarkable achievements

seen in 2013 by research teams and the SME sector, and

with outcomes that are of significant value in scientific, so-

cietal and economic terms. These are illustrative of the ob-

jective we have set: To make numerical simulation and HPC

into a leading tool in the production of scientific and indus-

trial knowledge and innovation. Please enjoy! 

Dystrophin is a key protein that plays a role in helping muscles resist stress but its

exact function, so essential to the survival of the muscle, is still relatively unknown

even on the molecular scale, chiefly because of its size. Patients with Duchene and

Becker’s muscular dystrophy suffer early deaths as a result of the absence or malfunctioning of

dystrophin. Thus, describing and understanding the structure, dynamic and network of interactions

of this protein at a molecular level represent a vital stage in optimising genetic treatments that are cur-

rently under development, or for in refining new therapeutic approaches. 

With the support of AFM-Téléthon, combining experimental approaches and molecular simulations using

GENCI’s Ada computer, this work carried out at the Université de Rennes 1, made it possible for the first

time to apply a dynamic and complete structural model of the central part of the protein (previously only

4% of its total size had been defined) and then associate it with a number of its biomolecular partners.

GENCI 2013 RESULT - HEALTH
Hope for myopathy sufferers
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© Université de

Rennes 1

Supporting competitiveness
and innovation

Introduction by Catherine Rivière, CEO of GENCI

© DR
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Access to the computational resources of GENCI is based on a twice

yearly call for proposals process. This is open to all academic users who

would like to carry out scientific work within a public sector research or

higher education research context.

Computers at full capacity

The noise perceived inside the cabin of a vehicle in movement is dominated by the turbulent excitation generated by

layers of fluids flowing along the aircraft fuselage or the body of the car under the effect of speed. The noise is a result

of the sum between the original aerodynamic noise and the vibrations of the structure as excited by the flow. 

An improved understanding of the properties of these sources will help in the search for solutions to implement to re-

duce the noise nuisance. Carried out in collaboration with Airbus, relating to the noise inside an airplane cockpit, and

with Renault, for the noise inside a car, the work made it possible, for the first time, to quantify the respective sources

for the aerodynamic noise and at the origin of the vibrations of the structure. This made a significant advance possible,

by a team from Ensam Paris, using GENCI’s Ada and Curie computers, because experiments always come up against a

major obstacle: the wind tunnel noise masks the aerodynamic noise…

In this context, only numerical simulation makes it possible to obtain this unrivalled degree of accuracy, thus giving

access to an improved understanding of the phenomena involved.

GENCI 2013 RESULT - ACOUSTICS
Reducing noise in moving vehicles

© ENSAM Paris

titane

24 million 
core hours

ada

73 million 
core hours

yoda

1.5 million
core hours

turing (idris)

373 million 
core hours

curie (tGcc)

105.5 million 
core hours

jade (cines)

161 million
core hours

very hiGh level of pressure
constantly GrowinG
even Greater pressure in 2014
Whilst the pressure on Ada and Turing held at a reasonable level

in 2013 because of their newness, it was very high for all the

other machines, in particular for generalist ones. And, looking at

the results so far, the pressure continues to grow in 2014.

© GENCI

© GENCI

The commissioning of the Ada and Turing computer resources at Idris in

Orsay at the beginning of 2013 increased the number of core hours available,

but the pressure on resources remains high.

The average number of core hours applied for has increased from 811,000 in 2009

to 1.7 million in 2013. There were also more projects that called for more than 1

million hours: Over 100 in 2013 against 44 in 2010.

4 / GENCI - THE YEAR 2013

demand GrowinG faster than supply

more than 1 billion core hours applied for
739 million core hours for 571 projets
selectivity more important (7% rejection)
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The earthquake that struck the Tohoku region in Japan in March 2011 was one of the most powerful re-

corded since the start of the 20th century. Measured with a magnitude of 9, it triggered a tsunami that

caused damage along a 600 km coast and partially or completely destroyed a large number of towns and

harbors. The ability to anticipate the consequences of major earthquakes, which Japan and Turkey in par-

ticular are undoubtedly going to have to deal with in the coming years, is a critical issue in managing po-

pulations and infrastructures. In finding answers, the Tohoku earthquake acts as a reference point for the

work towards an improved understanding of its “lifecycle”: The triggering of the fracture, the spread of

the fault, propagation of seismic waves, surface consequences, etc. The simulations, impossible to carry

out using workstations, were performed in 2012 and 2013 by the BRGM in collaboration with the Univer-

sity of Tokyo, using GENCI’s Jade computer, and made it possible to reproduce this mega-quake in its enti-

rety. This stage requires refinements with the inclusion of temporal changes and spatial heterogeneities

at every level, with the aim of building operational scenarios that can be used to support the develop-

ment of public policy.

GENCI 2013 RESULT - ENVIRONMENT
Anatomy of an earthquake

13% of codes (compared with 11% in 2012 and 7%

in 2011) use more than 1,000 computing cores:

They are ready for PRACE (see page 22).

More than a quarter (27%) were new projects in 2013.

This takes the specific form of the creation by GENCI of sys-

tem to recover unused hours  - with monthly alerts, aimed

at promoting regular use by large projects throughout the

year.

As of the beginning of 2013, French researchers have been able to request,

using a quick and simple procedure, access to a small number of hours for mi-

grating or testing their codes on new architectures. The requests are assessed

on the basis of technical criteria by the computing centres, which can seek

scientific advice as may be required.

number of projects supported by
the anr (38%) and by companies
(14%) held steady for two years

increasinG parallelisation

As can be seen in the breakdown by major disciplines (subject panels  -

“comités thématiques” in French) here on right, all French scientific com-

munities are making use of the national computing resources.

27% of projects also have access to computing hours at regional compu-

ting centres (so-called mesocentres).

multidisciplinary computinG resources
complementarity at the reGional and national levels

continuous renewal

efficient use of resources

availability rate in excess of 95 %
optimisation of computers workloads
computers used to maximum capacity
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48 projects at preparatory access staGe
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We can no longer treat separa-
tely data processing and storage

Interview with Olivier PIRONNEAU, a specialist in computational science, member

of the French Academy of Sciences and Chair of GENCI Evaluation Commitee.

How would you judge the 2013 cam-
paign for the allocation of national re-
source computing time?

Considering the outcome of the 2013 campaign, and the

initial data for 2014, which show that GENCI’s computing

resources are being used to maximum capacity and that

pressure is going to increase, I feel I need to raise the

alarm… There is every reason to be concerned about fu-

ture campaigns, despite the breathing space thanks to the

upgrading of the Idris resources in 2013 and the Cines

computing facilities in Montpellier for 2015. 

In the first session of 2014, the level of demand was so

high that even projects that were classed as excellent

were subject to a 20% reduction in time! There were and

there will be many more frustrated researchers. 

In many scientific disciplines, such as macromolecule bio-

chemistry, climatology, cosmology, in the field of new ma-

terials, as well as engineering (for instance in combustion

applied for aeronautics), researchers are absolutely de-

pendent on high performance computing. The scientific

progress achieved in recent years has only been made

possible thanks to the policy of investment pursued by

GENCI since 2007. 

This policy must be carried for-

ward. We cannot simply rely on

the PRACE European research

infrastructure, dimensioned as it

is for large-scale projects; we

also need to be able to support

research on a more mundane level, recurring research:

this is the research at which the resources made available

by GENCI are aimed.

How do you see high performance com-
puting (HPC) developing?

There are three general factors holding back the develop-

ment of HPC. Firstly, and I have already referred to this,

there is the level of investment that must be maintained

or increased over the coming years if we want to retain

our position within the HPC ecosystem. 

Secondly, training: The situation has not improved in re-

cent years and there is still a lack of training in high per-

formance computing, even within the scientific disciplines

themselves. Finally, data processing, also known as Big

Tomorrow’s micro and nanotechnologies are being prepared using today’s supercomputers.

The simulations can both help in improving current technologies and in identifying the most

promising ones for future generations of electronic components (transistors).

Carried out by the CEA, working with STMicroelectronics, and supported by the ANR, these

simulations made possible, for the first time using existing industrial technologies, a better

understanding of and the identification of the complex mechanisms (impurities, surface

roughness, vibrations of atom, etc.) that can limit the flow of current in a transistor and

thus alter its functioning. Using innovative codes that required the huge computing power of GENCI’s Curie supercom-

puter, these led to the creation of standardized numerical methods for verifying the performance of transistors. These

results validated an approach that is continuing in 2014 with the evaluation of technologies (wire-transistors, new ma-

terials, etc.) under development for the end of the decade.

GENCI 2013 RESULT - NANOSCIENCES
Listening to transistors

© STMicroelectronics

6 / GENCI - THE YEAR 2013
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In a nuclear power plant, the fuel, fabricated into rod assemblies, is loaded in a strict sequence that

satisfies both economic criteria and safety requirements. Optimising the fuel loading plan is therefore

a matter of considerable import.

The computations for this optimisation were carried out by the CEA in 2013 using a French nuclear

power plant reactor. The fuel loading plan was treated in the same way as a genome: The computer

analysis involved the evolution of the genome populations until those that were best suited for the

two selection criteria – safety and fuel economy – were identified.

Carried out using the Corpus platform on GENCI’s Curie supercomputer, the work resulted in the de-

velopment of a reference optimization over 12 hours and using more than 1,000 processors. This re-

presents a first step towards the creation of an operational predictive tool for power plant operators.

GENCI 2013 RESULT - ENERGY
Optimized fuel loading

Data, is a major challenge. The French Ministry of Hi-

gher Education and Research has placed an emphasis

on research in this area: There needs to be increased

cooperation between GENCI and the mesocentres as well

as investment in storage resources within the national

computing centres. We can no longer separate compu-

ting from data storage.

What is your assessment of the high
performance computing ecosystem?

Thanks to GENCI, the HPC ecosystem is gradually being

consolidated within the academic sector. At the European

level, the French successes within PRACE are excellent. I

would like to highlight the work of GENCI in helping French

researchers ‘move on’ to PRACE and congratulate the

teams for the results they have achieved. At the national

level, access for projects supported by the French National

Research Agency (ANR) to GENCI resources has been im-

proved, enhancing coherence. And finally, in terms of the

mesocentres, there is now a strong regional link thanks to

Equip@meso: the unifying role played by GENCI is extre-

mely constructive and needs to be encouraged. 

Looking at industry, the use of high performance compu-

ting is not yet widespread, with the exception of certain

state-of the-art technological sectors such as aeronautics

and energy. 

This is why the HPC-SME Initiative, with the support of

Bpifrance, GENCI and Inria, and with the aim of increasing

the use of HPC within the SME sector, is a revolutionary

programme with huge significance for national competi-

tiveness and innovation. 

An initial call for proposals is issued during the last

quarter of year n-1 for an allocation of time bet-

ween 01 January and 31 December in year n.

This includes applications for computer time

for new projects or to renew current projects. 

This is followed by a second call for proposals held

during the second quarter of year n for an allocation bet-

ween 01 July and 31 December of the same year. This allows

applications to be submitted for computing time for a new

project or a dossier approved during the first session. 

Additional hours, or supplementary resources, can be allo-

cated in exceptional instances to ongoing projects.

Each application for computing time must include details of

the hoped for results. These are evaluated on the basis of

the scientific quality of the research project, and there is an

obligation to publish the results of the research.

Applications are submitted through the www.edari.fr site.

ALLOCATION PROCESS 
OF COMPUTER TIME

ON NATIONAL RESOURCES

GENCI - THE YEAR 2013 / 7

© CEA
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The occurrence of fog at an airport can disrupt and even stop air traffic. Improving our understanding of the “lifecycle”

of the fog, from its formation to its dissipation, is therefore a matter of considerable importance for air safety. This was

the subject of the work performed by a team from the Groupe d’Etude de l’Atmosphère Météorologique (CNRS/Météo

France) at Roissy Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris. 

The entire airport complex, including all the installations (runways, buildings, etc.) and covering an area 4.5 km by 1.5

km, was modelled to a never before achieved de-

gree of accuracy (1.5 x 1 m), using GENCI’s Curie

supercomputer.

Conclusions: Whilst the fog took an average of

one hour thirty minutes to completely cover the

airport, this formation was slower in the built-up

areas because of the release of heat and the ef-

fect of flows and wind around buildings. 

The results, consistent with instrument-based ob-

servations, make it possible to consider the deve-

lopment of an operational fog forecasting model

with a resolution of 500 meters…

GENCI 2013 RESULT - METEOROLOGY
Airport fog

Composite materials, such as glass fibre and carbon fibre, have certain spe-

cific properties (lightness, rigidity, etc.) that explain why they are increasin-

gly used in a variety of industrial sectors. It is still however difficult to arrive

at a detailed description of these materials because they are formed from

at least two components (fibre and matrix).

The numerical simulation made it possible to reproduce the laboratory

created composite microstructures and to simulate their behaviour under

stress, as well as their properties. 

This was the subject of the direct simulations carried out by a team from Mines ParisTech on a variety of complex mi-

crostructures, with the largest having some 100 billion unknowns, using GENCI’s Curie supercomputer. 

The numeric results were compared each time with available experimental data in order to validate the method. This

work is aimed at identifying the best composites that could be used as substitutes, for example, for the steel that is still

widely used in the aeronautic and automobile sectors. 

The potential benefits (reduced weight, increased strength, etc.) would be of considerable interest to industry.

8 / GENCI - THE YEAR 2013

© GAME

GENCI 2013 RESULT - MATERIALS
Composites for tomorrow

© Laurent Orgéas, 3SR Laboratory, Grenoble
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To the heart of the petaflop/s
A presentation of the computing resources and services

available to researchers and industry through the Euro-

pean PRACE infrastructure (see page 22), together with

the remarkable results that can be achieved with these,

was the aim of GENCI when it held, on 26 March 2013 at

the CEA Très Grand Centre de Calcul in Bruyères-le-Châ-

tel, its “Au cœur du petaflop/s” seminar.

For the participants, around a hundred, the day was an

opportunity to get a comprehensive overview of what

was on offer within PRACE, from access to computers, to

the scientific benefits obtained thanks to the power of

petaflop processing, and training.

Experts’ day
There are almost 200 experts who evaluate, every year, the applications

for computer time submitted in the context of the biannual calls for pro-

posals issued by GENCI (see pages 6 and 7). By way of honoring their contri-

bution to the smooth

operation of the alloca-

tion process, GENCI brought them together, on 27 Novem-

ber 2013, at the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris

(IPGP). The course of the day included a presentation of

some of the outstanding scientific results achieved, hel-

ping to give concrete form to the evaluation work they

perform for GENCI.

2nd HPCwire award for GENCI 
For the 2nd year in a row, GENCI was awarded the rea-

ders’ choice prize from HPCwire, the leading information

site for numerical simulation and high performance com-

puting.

This 2013 award for the “Best application of ‘Big Data’ in

HPC” was given to the innovative and efficient process

used on GENCI’s Curie supercomputer to handle the data

generated by the dark energy universe evolution project,

aimed at modelling cosmic

structure formation from the

Big Bang to now, by a team

from the Observatoire de Paris. 

Run at almost the same time

as the dynamic computations,

the process made it possible

to reduce the 150 petabytes

of raw data generated to 1.5

petabytes of useful data to be

subsequently made available

to the world’s cosmological

community.

GENCI - THE YEAR 2013 / 9

© CEA / Philippe Stroppa

Shorts
Listening to

the communuties

© IPGP

© LGGE
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Computing centres news

TGCC: From Titane to Curie
At the end of June 2013, Titane, the first hybrid CPU-GPU

computer built in Europe, was shut down following four

very good and innovative years of operation. At the same

time, the migration of all the data to the TGCC storage en-

vironment was completed after eighteen months of solid

work, both on the part of the user communities occupying

most data storage capacity (including climatologists) and

on the part of the teams at TGCC. 

This work helped increase the understanding of the

constraints and challenges faced by the various parties in

terms of data generation, storage and processing. This dia-

logue will also help to improve the support for the future

contributions by France to the work of the Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 

In the context of PRACE (see page 22), Curie became the

most frequently requested Tier0 computer in 2013! The

generalist profile of Curie, together with its exceptional

input-output capacities and the high quality of the user

support, mean that it is a system that matches with the

expectations of the vast majority of scientific communi-

ties. 

Also in 2013 the user committee evolved to adapt to the

multiplicity of users of the TGCC, whilst maintaining the

proportions between academic and industrial users. A

number of dedicated sessions (one for the CCRT, one for

national Curie-utilisation) were held. 

There were also TGCC sessions open to everyone, at which

a “Topic of the Day” was presented covering a range of

areas such as the optimised management of “embarras-

singly parallel” work, remote visualisation, energy effi-

ciency of data processing centres, etc. This new format

should help increase the value of the dialogue with repre-

sentatives of the TGCC users. 

Idris: Ada and Turing at the forefront
2013 saw the start of production on the Ada and Turing

computers, with complementary architectures and a com-

bined power of 1 Pflop/s. Installed in the second half of

2012, the two computers demonstrated their extreme

flexibility throughout the year, achieving an excellent re-

liability rate. 

The augmented

c a p a c i ti e s

avai lable,

compa-

The ways in which aircraft, and their sophisticated electronic systems, react to lightning strikes is a critical matter for

aircraft manufacturers, and the regulatory authorities. For these sorts of measurements, numerical simulation provides

the ideal alternative to physical experiments which require an aircraft to be taken out of service for a lengthy period,

which is expensive in time and money. Understanding the level of disruption to critical equipment during a flight is vital

in developing the best protection systems. In addition, prior to the marketing of a new aircraft, the aircraft manufacturer

must prove to the relevant certification authorities that all the applicable standards have been satisfied, in particular

that the levels of disturbance are below the susceptibility levels for the equipment. This was the subject of the work

carried out by the Université de Limoges, with Dassault Aviation, for the commercial version of the Falcon and the

source of a world first in 2013, thanks to GENCI’s Ada and Jade computers: The development of a solver with the capa-

bility of modelling an entire aircraft. This exceptional tool means it is possible to map the propagation of the lightning

strike through the aircraft’s wiring and the possible interference with every piece of equipment, specifically electronic.

It achieved a level of performance that means it is now being run by the manufacturer on its own computing resources.

GENCI 2013 RESULT - ELECTROMAGNETISM
Mapping lightning strikes

© XLIM

10 / GENCI - THE YEAR 2013

The national computing resources, made available to French scientific

communities by GENCI, are located and operated at three centres: The

TGCC (CEA) in Bruyères-le-Châtel, Idris (CNRS) in Orsay and Cines (higher

education) in Montpellier.
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red with the previous generation (at peak power, by a fac-

tor of 6 for the massively parallel machine and 3.5 for the

generalist machine), enabled significant advances to be

made across all scientific disciplines. 2013 was also a year

of preparation for the operations to extend the storage

capacities, including, to begin with, the replacement of

the archiving machine, with the tender call completed in

early 2014. 

The external projects and partnerships at Idris continued

in 2013, including notably with the Maison de la Simula-

tion, for the French “PRACE Advanced Training Centre”

(see page 22). There were also new cooperative partner-

ships: with the E-Biothon project to make part of the old

Blue Gene/P configuration at Idris available to help with

research in the fields of biology and Health; with the Ins-

titut Français de Bio-informatique (IFB), for which Idris will

host, in 2014, the national platform for use by the whole

of the French bio-computing research community. 

Cines: Revamped infrastructures
The modernisation of infrastructures was a key feature of

2013. With a double objective: To provide a new 600 m2

machine room with an optimi-

sed energy use, and to ensure the electrical resilience of

the equipment. Cines is now ready for the successor to

Jade which has been in operation since 2008.

Over the same period the teams at Cines continued with

their involvement in PATC France, led by the Maison de la

Simulation, as well as in the prototype test work being un-

dertaken by PRACE in the preparations for Exaflop/s.

The capacity of the Cristal pre and post-processing ma-

chine, enabling the visualisation of the simulation results,

has been increased (4 nodes of 32 cores each).

And there is of course the data, for which data-centric ar-

chitecture was implemented in January 2013, using a sha-

red lustre central space. 

Finally, Cines has also played a significant role in the des-

ign of the physical architecture, hosting and operation of

the joint French platform for MOOCs (Massive Open On-

line Courses), developed in collaboration with Inria, as

part of the ministerial initiative for the France Université

Numérique. 

Clouds represent the areas of greatest uncertainty for weather predic-

tion models. Their exact properties are dependent on a multitude of

interactions between air, water vapor, droplets and aerosols present in

the atmosphere. The scales involved in all this, from the very smallest

to the largest, and the complexity of the processes occurring, make it

extremely difficult to access clouds by either simulation or experimen-

tal means. However, thanks to the power available with GENCI’s Curie

supercomputer, direct numeric simulations, conducted in 2012 and

2013 by a team from the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, were able to

cast light on the timescales for the formation of rain with the highlighting of the extreme fluctuations during the eva-

poration and condensation of droplets under the effect of the flow of air in the cloud. 

These results are going to help improve the parameterization of clouds for weather models.

© OCA
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Turing on left et Ada above

© CNRS Photothèque / Cyril

Frésillon

Curie © CEA/CADAM

GENCI 2013 RESULT - CLIMATOLOGY
Up in the clouds

Jade © Cines
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A day at Idris
Materials, climate, combustion, astrophysics, the envi-

ronment, cosmology... These were just some of the areas

covered in the “Grands Challenges Idris” day, organized

by GENCI and Idris, which was held on 27 March 2013 in

Orsay. The Ada computer was used to run the largest

number of cosmological simu-

lations in the world (more than

12,000 with a variety of sizes

and resolutions), in order to

reproduce the formation of

the fundamental structures of

the Universe. 

The work, carried out by a

team from the Observatoire

de Paris, is part of the DEUS

project where the objective is

to develop a better unders-

tanding of black energy and

how it has influenced the

structure of the Universe.

Curie - one year on
The presentation of the results of some of the "Grands

Challenges" run on the Curie supercomputer, together

with a number of PRACE projects, that was the aim of the

“Curie – one year on” seminar held by GENCI on 21

March 2013 at the TGCC in Bruyères-le-Châtel. These re-

sults included the outstanding achievements of a CEA

team in the field of thermonuclear fusion: The first de-

tailed description of the dynamic of turbulence in plasma

at the scale of the entire reactor. Understanding the tur-

bulent phenomena that arise at the core of fusion plasma

is crucial for any possibility of controlling it. These results

are also of use in optimizing the design and the perfor-

mances of the new Iter reactor.

“Grands Challenges”
on supercomputers

Before a supercomputer is put into production, a series

of large scale simulations, known as “Grands Chal-

lenges”, are run on virtually all its components to check

that they are operating correctly. These usually lead to

major scientific advances.

GENCI 2013 RESULT - BIOLOGY
High speed immunity
The human organism produces, constantly and in billions, a huge range of proteins

that are intended to protect it. These are antibodies and T receptors, capable of de-

tecting and neutralizing viruses, bacteria and other pathogenic agents, as well as cancerous cells. 

Analyzing the DNA sequences of these proteins is essential in understanding their variety and in identifying im-

munity profiles for normal and pathological situations. This is a highly specific area of research that has been made

its own by the Montpellier Laboratoire d’Immunogénétique Moléculaire. It uses the IMGT/HighV-QUEST software that

can simultaneously analyze hundreds of thousands of sequences: The results of this are made available to the scientific

and medical communities and pharmaceutical companies through a web-based platform, with increasing success and

worldwide visibility, attracting users from every continent. This type of analysis can only be performed using high per-

formance computing, specifically GENCI’s Jade computer: In 2013, 1.4 billion sequences were analyzed; at a rate that

has been increased to 10 million sequences a day since January 2014. It is a crucial “system” for fundamental research,

clinical diagnoses and prognostics, as well as for the engineering of antibodies for therapeutic uses.

© LIGM
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T
HERE WERE, NOT SO LONG AGO, A LARGE NUMBER OF

questions that were unanswerable, now

however thanks to high performance com-

puting (HPC) we are finding the answers. This is

an extraordinarily effective combination of mo-

dels, methods of discretization and resolution,

of computer resources and parallel computing

capacities. Moore’s Law predicts an exponential

expansion in computing power but it is parallel processing

that has enabled us to maximize the possibilities offered

by the hardware and which represents the real revolution. 

New possibilities
By way of illustrating what is now possible, let’s look at one

area of considerable practical importance, that of turbu-

lence. The Nobel Physics prize-winner, Richard Feynman,

holds that turbulence is the major unresolved issue for

classical physics. Although the matter is still not yet resol-

ved at the most fundamental level, we can now calculate

turbulent flows and obtain, with a high degree of reliability,

a numerical representation of the turbulence. We can even

handle the additional complexities introduced with com-

bustion. Let’s take the example of an extreme simulation,

recently run by my team (winning the American Physical

Society’s Milton Van Dyke Prize in

2013): Complete ignition in an annu-

lar combustion chamber, representa-

tive of those used in airplane engines

and gas turbines. We simulated a

hundred milliseconds of a reactive

turbulent flow, formed by multiple

swirl injectors. 

In performing the computation, we

had to represent the system with a mesh of 55 million

nodes, 310 tetrahedra and covering not just the variables

describing the turbulent fluid flows but also those repre-

senting the combustion. 

The power of parallel computing
The simulation needed 1.5 million hours and, if it had been

run on a single processor, would have taken hundreds of

years… It would have taken more than one lifetime to get

these results! Using the extraordinary power of parallel

computing, the computation was split among several thou-

sand processors and the solution obtained in less than a

month. To achieve this, we needed to use advanced mo-

dels, a solver (AVBP) suitable for parallel processing and

requiring hugely complex programming, together with the

necessary resources on the most powerful computers.

Fewer trials, more simulation
HPC means we can move forwards in all scientific fields,

but it is also of huge practical use in the areas of industrial

design and development. Simulation is now a key tool: It

has replaced, in many areas, the traditional “cut and try”

type trial process. Trials are still carried out but with simu-

lations to guide them, to understand, control, test, im-

prove, compare and optimize. A fundamental objective of

HPC research is to explore, through “at the limit” simula-

tions, what tomorrow’s design methods will look like, to

ensure that the means developed through the research

can be used in the designing and that the results of the si-

mulations are relevant for the applications. 

The “Pasteur quadrant”
There are plenty of projects aimed at increasing knowledge

and this is an area favored by many researchers. Simulation

also makes it possible to develop ap-

plications, this is the area for techno-

logists. It is however also possible to

simultaneously increase knowledge

and develop applications, in what is

known as the “Pasteur quadrant”: Pas-

teur developed fundamental research

in microbiology and wanted to find im-

mediate applications for it, in the form

of vaccines for instance. It is important that this type of re-

search and the use of HPC are encouraged so that the ad-

vances made also act as a powerful means for transferring

knowledge between researchers and engineers. HPC not

only clearly matches with scientific objectives but can also

be used to find answers to questions that are central to cur-

rent economic challenges. It is equally important to use it for

creating value, designing more efficient systems, improving

energy efficiency, reducing polluting emissions, etc. Simply,

to increase quality and therefore competitiveness. 
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High Performance Computing, a truly 
effective way of transferring 
knowledge and creating value
By Sébastien CANDEL, Professor at Ecole Centrale Paris, member of the French Academy of Sciences

© DR

Ignition in an annular combus-

tion chamber © EM2C/CNRS
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THE INVESTMENT PHASE OF THE EQUIP@MESO PROJECT WAS COM-

pleted in 2013. Thanks to Equip@meso, ten partner

regional centres were equipped for high performance

computing (HPC). 

The total power available in the regions in
France was doubled thanks to this project and the

leverage effect it produced (regional and European co-fi-

nancing). Almost 800 Tflop/s in total were installed under

the initiative, in a huge variety of configurations, by the

various partners (see next page).

Coordinated by the Maison de la Simulation with the sup-

port of CNRS Groupe Calcul, scientific training and
promotion was also further improved. There

were four training sessions held in 2013, together with a

day dedicated to fluid mechanics,

in Crihan in May, and another re-

lating to “Mesochallenges”, in

Paris in September, helping to

extend access to the results

obtained using the new

computers (see page 16). 

These various events all played their parts in maintai-
ning, right from the start, the dynamic of the
project as a whole.

The HPC-SME Initiative (see page 18) was rolled out into

the regions, with the support of Equip@meso and the

pilot cells consisting of participants from Calmip (Tou-

louse), Ciment-MaiMoSiNE (Grenoble), Romeo (Reims)

and Crihan (Rouen). 14 HPC-SME projects are being sup-

ported by Equip@meso partner mesocentres.

And finally, Equip@meso was extended with a “second

circle” of partner mesocentres. The Universities of Mont-

pellier2 (HPC@LR), Bordeaux (MCIA), Franche-Comté

(Méso-comté) and Bourgogne, all joined Equip@meso. 

Whilst they were not eligible for "Investissements d’ave-

nir" finance, they are involved in all the activities within

the project. 

Equip@meso now includes over half of all French
multi-subject mesocentres, including the largest in

terms of installed computational power. 

As a rocket engine is ignited, shockwaves are generated and propagate inside

the propulsion chamber, creating instabilities that can cause damage to the

launch structure.

Improving the understanding of the physics of shockwaves in complex milieus

is therefore an objective that can be targeted in greater and greater detail

using numerical simulation. This work, carried out at Coria, also offers in-

sights into the area of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems. 

There is a variety of possible applications in the aerospace (micro-propulsion)

and defence (miniaturized high-pressure actuators) sectors, as well as in

the biomedical field (needleless syringes for pain free drug injections).

Regional dynamic

EQUIP@MESO 2013 RESULT - PROPULSION
Shockwaves

© Coria

Selected in 2011 as part of the first “Equipements d’excellence” project

call for the “Investissements d’avenir” programme, the Equip@meso pro-

ject has successfully taken the national dynamic created by GENCI, in its

six years, into the regions. With truly outstanding results.
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coordination: GENCI

10 academic and university partners 

Centre de ressources informatiques de Haute-Normandie (Cri-

han); PRES Université de Toulouse; Université d’Aix-Marseille;

Université Claude Bernard Lyon I; Université Joseph-Fourier

Grenoble I; Université de Strasbourg; Université de Reims

Champagne-Ardenne; PRES Paris Sciences et Lettres, represen-

ted by Observatoire de Paris and Ecole normale supérieure;

Université Pierre et Marie Curie; Maison de la Simulation with

the CEA, with the support of Cerfacs and CNRS GDR Calcul.

4 members

Université de Montpellier2; Université de Bordeaux; Université

de Franche-Comté and Université de Bourgogne.

There has been a significant increase in the flow of ice feeding di-

rectly into the ocean in recent years. This represents a major source

of uncertainty in predicting how ocean levels could rise over the co-

ming centuries. Until now the representation of these phenomena

in polar icecap models has been a weakness despite the fact that

they play a not insignificant role in climate change. 

The Elmer/Ice model improves the analysis and understanding of

these movements of ice into the ocean. The model was used by a

team from the Laboratoire de Glaciologie et de Géophysique de l’En-

vironnement (CNRS/Université de Grenoble) to forecast how the

Greenland icecap is expected to change over the next two centuries,

with a minimum resolution of one kilometer.

winner

of the 1st project call

“Equipements d’ex-

cellence” (“Excellence Equipment”) for the

the “Investissements d’avenir” (“Future In-

vestments”) programme in 2011

budget: €10.5 M over 10 years, with a €9 M

investment in 2011-2013

3 major objectives: To increase the HPC

capacities of regional centres; to provide a

service of excellence and proximity (training

or computing), to complement the national

resources, with specific coordination; to carry

the HPC-SME Initiative to the local level.

EQUIP@MESO 2013 RESULT - GEOPHYSICS
Ice melt

© Elmer/ice
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Success of the Mesochallenges
The “Mesochallenges” day held at the Institut Henri Poincaré in Paris on 20

September 2013, was a great success. Organised by Equip@meso, the focus

for the day was the scientific advances made possible using the supercom-

puters recently acquired for the ten partner regional centres.

There were presentations covering twelve projects granted special access to

the computers (see the examples on pages 14, 15 and 17). These meso-chal-

lenges, of an exceptional diversity and outstanding

scientific quality, were covered in twenty page

special feature in the October 2013 issue of ‘HPC

Magazine’. The day was structured around four

major subject areas (astrophysics, theoretical phy-

sics and quantum chemistry, mathematics and op-

timization, and fluid mechanics) with roundtables

for discussions with the centres on this unique ex-

perience. A special trophy was awarded to the re-

searchers working on these meso-challenges at

the end of the day.

Following on from Strasbourg in 2012, it was the turn of Rouen in 2013...

The second annual Equip@meso Day, was held on 16 May at Crihan, one of

the partners in the project, on the theme of: “Mécanique des fluides numé-

rique intensive: méthodes et nouvelles applications” (“High performance

fluid mechanics: New methods and applications”). HPC methods for fluid

mechanics and new scientific challenges were the subjects presented during

the top level seminars led by the researchers themselves, the users of the

Equip@meso mesocentres. These contributions helped paint a picture of

the computing resources, the areas of analysis, both traditional (combustion) and new (blood flow), and of the physical

and numerical methods used. The feedback on the experience of the parallelization of various applications was of

particular interest to the fifty or so participants. Finally, there was also a presentation of real-life applications relating

to problems encountered in the industrial sphere.

Science in focus 
with Equip@meso

Full speed ahead for Crihan

Colorado conference
An Equip@meso delegation, consisting of representa-

tives of six mesocentres, went to Denver (USA) for the

SC’13 international conference, a world HPC reference

event. The delegation also had the opportunity to meet

seven manufacturers who outlined their roadmaps for

mid-range computing, as well as instances of their part-

nerships with US universities.

DR

DR

DR

DR
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Numerical simulation is being increasingly

used in a variety of medical fields. One example

of this is the work of a joint team, from the Uni-

versité de Strasbourg and the Université

de Grenoble, into vascular diseases, one

of the leading causes of death in indus-

trial societies. 

The modelling of blood flows in the brain helps

in improving our understanding of the develop-

ment of certain vascular diseases, as well as in perfecting

diagnosis and treatments.

With a longer term objective: To construct and make avai-

lable automatic simulation tools for blood circulation in

blood vessels. Tools that have the advantage of being

non-invasive.

EQUIP@MESO 2013 RESULT - MATHEMATICS
Deep into the mind

© Unversité de Strasbourg

and Université de Grenoble
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Increasingly innovative SMEs

sINCE ITS LAUNCH AT THE END OF 2010, OVER 40 SMES, FROM A

wide range of industrial backgrounds, have applied

under the HPC-SME Initiative for assistance in integrating

numerical simulation and high performance computing

within their business models.

Building on success

With the support of Bpifrance, GENCI and Inria, in part-

nership with five competitiveness clusters (Aerospace Val-

ley, Axelera, Cap Digital, Minalogic and Systematic), the

HPC-SME Initiative is targeted on facilitating the “switch

to high performance computing”, now become a driving

force for innovation by accelerating the design and vali-

dation process for new products. 

As evidence of its growing success, HPC-SME received

some twenty new submissions in 2013 alone and further

extended its support network: Following CNRS in 2012, in

2013 IFPEN and Onera joined as partners in the Initiative;

with Intel entering HPC-SME as a tech-

nological partner.

Again in 2013 several SMEs successfully

proved the validity of their business plans by achieving a

European and international scale, including Nexio Simu-

lation which expanded into Japan (see below) and HydrO-

cean, the first French company to win the HPC Innovation

Excellence Award (see page 20).

HPC-SME 2.0

To ensure that it is as close as possible to industry and its

needs, the Initiative is being extended into the regions.

Following on from the initial trials carried out at the end

of 2012, this latest phase, known as “HPC-SME 2.0”, was

officially launched on 11 June 2013, during the Inria In-

dustry Exchanges (see page 30). It is based around regio-

nal relays of the three partners including Equip@meso,

coordinated by GENCI (see page 14) and local innovation

relays. Five pilot sites, centred on Equip@meso partners,

were launched or extended in 2013: Grenoble, Lyon, Tou-

louse, Rouen and Reims. These are working to gradually

rollout HPC-SME, taking responsibility for organising mee-

tings, identifying experts, providing follow-up for

SMEs, etc. There are 14 SMEs already in receipt of

this close proximity support. 

Toulouse to Tokyo – that was the route followed by Nexio Simulation in just

one year… A specialist in designing and publishing software for electromagnetism simulation (for the

naval, aeronautic, defence and automobile sectors), the SME was in a position to sign two major contracts in

Japan at the end of 2013. 

The support put in place by HPC-SME meant that Nexio Simulation was able to obtain expert advice from the Institut

de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse (IRIT), the CNRS reference laboratory for computing and applied mathema-

tics, and access to regional computing resources (Calmip, an Equip@meso partner, see page 14) in order to adapt one

of its leading software products, CAPITOLE-EM, for high performance computing. 

This support also helped open the doors to the European high performance computing ecosystem: Nexio Simulation is

one of ten SMEs selected by SHAPE (see page 22) and has responded to the Fortissimo tender call (see page 26) for

the deployment of its software products on a commercial cloud platform, the final stage in its project with HPC-SME.

HPC-SME 2013 RESULT - ELECTROMAGNETISM
Outstanding accomplishment

18 / GENCI - THE YEAR 2013

With the support of Bpifrance, GENCI and Inria for the last two years, the

ambition of the HPC-SME Initiative is to increase the use of numerical si-

mulation and high performance computing within the small and medium-

sized enterprises that are a critical part of the French industrial fabric.

© Nexio group 

2014
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Innovative numerical methods and exceptional expertise in the field of aeronautic combustion… This is what GDTech,

a fluid mechanics design firm, can now provide for its customers, including major corporations such as Safran. 

The support instigated by HPC-SME enabled this company, located in Bordes, in the Aquitaine region, to benefit from

the high level expertise of Coria (CNRS) in two-phase flows and combustion. 

GDTech hosted a PHD-Consultant from the Laboratory with the objective of developing new methods

for the pre-sizing of aeronautic injectors, making use of the yALES2 software provided by Coria,

and the open source OpenFoam software. 

The SME was also given access to over 300,000 hours of

computing time on GENCI’s Jade compu-

ter at Cines, in Montpellier in the

south of France.

HPC-SME 2013 RESULT - AERONAUTICS
New skills

© DR

In helping SMEs achieve the competitive
gain made possible with the switch to high
performance computing, the HPC-SME Initiative

provides, for each SME, customized support based on

the needs as defined by the SME: Business expertise,

training, access to computer resources, help with finan-

cing, etc. 

A single SME can be in receipt of a number of assis-

tance provisions, depending on the project it has sub-

mitted to the Initiative.

At the end of 2013, fifteen SMEs were in the project

submission phase and five had successfully submitted

their industrial development projects.

A range of services meeting the needs of each SME

Scaling
of

needs

Insertion 
into the 

ecosystem

Help
with

financing

Demonstration
using computing 

resources

Expertise and
co-development

of an industrial project

Information
and

training

Technological progress
Innovation

New markets
Job creation
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What a success story for the Nantes-based SME HydrOcean! 

In the space of two years, with the support of the HPC-SME Initiative, this spin-off from

the Ecole Centrale de Nantes has established its presence in Europe (contracts with

leading European principals) and opened offices on the international stage. It

is even planning to hire ten more people in 2014.

The first French winner of the HPC Innovation Excellence Award,

awarded each year by the IDC international market research, ana-

lysis and consultancy firm, HydrOcean markets simulation code for the

maritime and industrial, mainly automobile, sectors. With the technical and finan-

cial support provided by the HPC-SME Initiative, HydrOcean now not only has a simulation code that is five

times more powerful but also has a thorough understanding of the high performance computing ecosystem,

facilitated by access to the computing resources of PRACE (13 million hours, a record for an SME). 

The features and originality of the Initiative

antoine petit, deputy managing director of inria

The Initiative is aimed at SMEs where numerical simulation

is a clearly identified factor for their growth. The techno-

logical barrier represented by the shift to the level of mo-

dels, computation and adapting software for use on

parallel machines is an obstacle that these companies are

not able to overcome on their own. 

France has plenty of assets including top-flight engineering

and consulting companies, publishers of multi-physical si-

mulations, computing infrastructures, world-class research

in the field of high performance computing and numerical

simulation, in particular at Inria. 

This initiative represents a pragmatic approach with the

aim, through a single access point, of bringing together the

array of expertise required for the company’s project. The

key stages covered by the Initiative are: Technical analysis

of the problematic, a feasibility study and proof of

concept. 

Once the feasibility has been established, the company

can then be assured of its success and identify the players

in achieving that success. The level of risk is thus minimi-

sed and it is then able to make the investment needed to

resolve the challenge.

laure reinhart, partnership director at bpifrance

One of the originalities of the HPC-SME Initiative is the

complementarity and commitment of its partners: A re-

search body, Inria; a supplier of high performance compu-

ting resources for the scientific and technical sectors,

GENCI; and a public sector bank specialising in SMEs, Bpi-

france. The objective is to reduce the risk, whether tech-

nical or financial, for these companies as they move

forwards with their new developments. It is also original

in that it is specifically focussed on the SME sector.

Working together

antoine petit, deputy managing director of inria

High performance computing calls on a range of know-

ledge and skills on a continuum from fundamental re-

search to running the software, and including the

development, the mobilisation of computing resources

and assistance with financing. All these various resources

are available in France. They are however not always easily

HPC-SME 2013 RESULT - FLUID MECHANICS
Wave of success

© HydrOcean
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The HPC-SME Initiative has
proven its credentials
This is what two of GENCI’s partners believe: Laure Reinhart, Partnership Director

at Bpifrance, and Antoine Petit, Deputy Managing Director of Inria.
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accessible for an SME. Organising the cooperation of all

the players around a specific issue for a company is an

operational solution that has an undeniable leverage ef-

fect for the competitiveness of the company, but also

brings in new issues for research. Finally, and specifically

for Inria, this approach is a vector for the technological

transfer of knowledge.

laure reinhart, partnership director at bpifrance

We have in effect a perfect complementarity in finding so-

lutions for the issues raised by the SMEs as they work to-

wards the integration of numerical simulation and high

performance computing: The scientific and technical part

or the technical evaluation of the introduction of high per-

formance computing into their industrial processes, the

computing facilities and their suitability in terms of what

the company needs and the resources available for finan-

cing the operation.

Initial appraisal and prospects

antoine petit, deputy managing director of inria

The work to create the processes and analyse the potential

has been carried out. This has shown that there are over

a thousand medium and intermediate size enterprises that

are potentially encountering difficulties in terms of high

performance computing. There are a number of resoun-

ding success stories that amply demonstrate the relevance

of the approach: Danielson Engineering, Aselta Nanogra-

phics, Nexio, Hydrocean and GDTech Engineering. 

A differentiation from the competition was achieved on

each of these occasion. This resulted in a creation of jobs,

increased turnover. At the same time, the computing cen-

tres involved sold computing time, the service companies

produced developments, the research laboratories trans-

ferred their knowledge and, in some cases, identified new

problems (there are, for example, a number of Cifre theses

currently in progress). 

Inria plays a central role in the system, thanks to its skills

in the field of numerical simulation and high performance

computing. On top of this its regional structure is a deci-

sive factor in access to the SME sector and in the opera-

tional creation of an ecosystem bringing together regional

and national partners.

laure reinhart, partnership director at bpifrance

We worked with around 40 projects in three areas – scien-

tific, computing and finance – with extremely encouraging

results for a number of companies who were able to enter

new markets. This provided perfect evidence of the tech-

nical and commercial acceleration made possible with the

introduction of high performance computing. The Initia-

tive helped prove that the concept was sound... It now

needs scaling up with a rollout across the whole of France

with, in particular, close liaison with the regions. 

Antoine Petit, Deputy Managing Director of Inria, speaking during  the “Inria

Industry Exchanges”, held on 11 June 2013 in Paris © Inria/G. Maisonneuve

Official launch of the regionalisation phase of the HPC-SME Initiative,

on 11 June 2013, during the “Inria Industry Exchanges” held in Paris,

on the theme of “Modelling, Simulation and HPC”. 

Left to right: Catherine Rivière, CEO of GENCI, Michel Cosnard, CEO

of Inria, and Laure Reinhart, Partnership Director at Bpifrance. 

© Inria/G. Maisonneuve
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Success in Europe

OF THE 25 MEMBERS WITHIN THE PRACE INFRASTRUCTURE, 4

countries (Germany, Spain, France and Italy) are each

investing 100 million euros over the period 2010-2015 for

the deployment of six complementary architecture sys-

tems offering a total capacity in excess of 15 Pflop/s. The

operational development of PRACE has been supported,

from the start, through a succession of projects financed

by the European Commission, making it possible to pro-

vide complementary access services for the computing re-

sources.

The French contribution to PRACE takes the form of the

making available by GENCI of the Curie machine at TGCC

(CEA’s Très Grand Centre de Calcul) in Bruyères-le-Châtel.

With a generalist and balanced architecture and a total

capacity of 2 Pflop/s, Curie is one of the most
sought-after supercomputer among the PRACE
calls for proposals.

The computing resources of PRACE are available to aca-

demic and industrial researchers (the latter since April

2012) for open research work, by means of biannual calls

for proposals. The applications are evaluated by an inde-

pendent international scientific panel, on the basis of a

single criterion, scientific excellence.

Since May 2010, following eight project calls, PRACE has

offered almost seven billion hours of computing
time to 259 research projects. Of these projects,

80 involve French research teams, of which 57 have been

directly submitted by a French researcher. 

France has been making good use of the
PRACE computing resources, with 20% by
number of projects and allocated resources.

It is also the leading country by number of in-
dustrial users (large groups and SMEs) accessing the

PRACE resources.

With the aim of strengthening links with industry and de-

veloping services that will meet with their needs, PRACE

set up an Industrial Advisory Committee, the first

meeting of which was held on 3 September 2013 in Brus-

sels. The Industrial Advisory Committee has eleven repre-

sentatives, appointed for two years, from key industrial

sectors, including EDF and Airbus. 

For industry, the use of numerical simulation helps reduce costs and the length of the develop-

ment process. This is particularly true in the automobile sector where crash tests are

essential in ensuring the safety of the vehicle design.

As the recipient of the biggest allocation of time to a company made by PRACE

(42 million hours on Curie for a year), a team at Renault tested original crash

simulations with increased parameters (200 parameters, 20 million finite

elements).

This was a world first and would not have been possible without

the resources of PRACE, making it eventually conceivable that

there will be “more simulations and fewer trials” and the quicker

adoption of new European safety standards (EuroNCAP6 in 2015).

Europe re-entered the worldwide race with the creation of the PRACE

research infrastructure (Partnership for Advanced Computing in Eu-

rope) in 2010, now involving 25 member countries including France, re-

presented by GENCI.

PRACE 2013 RESULT - AUTOMOBILE
Virtual accidents

© Renault
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In addition, two French SMEs were among the ten selec-

ted at the end of 2013 by the SHAPE programme (SME

HPC Adoption Programme in Europe) launched by PRACE

using the model of France’s HPC-SME Initiative
(see page 18). Like HPC-SME in France, the objective of

SHAPE is to facilitate the take-up of high performance

computing by innovative SMEs in Europe. The ten SMEs

selected by SHAPE will receive, until May 2014, customi-

sed support in identifying the competitive gain that can

be obtained thanks to high performance computing. 

These SMEs, as with all industrial users of PRACE, can ac-

cess the training services made available by PRACE, na-

mely in the six PRACE Advanced Training Centres
(PATC), one of which is in France, co-ordinated by

the Maison de la Simulation in partnership with the three

national computing centres and Inria.

With four other European partners and PRACE, GENCI is

a participant in Pre-Commercial Procurement (PCP), with

a call issued at the end of 2013 and with the aim of defi-

ning innovative technological solutions in terms of energy

efficiency, a key challenge for the next generation of su-

percomputers. PCP is a new European Commission tool

for the tendering, in phases, of R&D activities with the aim

of implementing a shared funding, with preselected com-

panies, of innovative solutions.

Following on from the statement from the European Com-

mission on 15 February 2012 confirming the strategic im-

portance of high performance computing for scientific

and industrial innovation in Europe, this was further affir-

med by the Competitiveness Council meeting in Brussels

on 29 and 30 May 2013. This marked the first time that

the Member States and the European Commission adop-

ted the same decisions on the importance of high perfor-

mance computing.

This gave renewed confidence to PRACE, the Presidency

of which is currently held, on behalf of France, by GENCI

for two years until June 2014, in its strategic review going

beyond 2015. This work, begun in May 2012, continued

through 2013 with the stated aim of ensuring the future

continuation of PRACE and helping to set high perfor-

mance computing as a critical element within the scienti-

fic, economic and social policies of Europe.  

The sources of more than twenty genetic diseases, including various forms of epilepsy

and cardiac arrhythmia, can be traced to a dysfunction located in the ion channels, the proteins that are responsible

for the propagation of nerve impulses within the cells. Improving our understanding of exactly how these “interrupters”

work, and specifically how alterations in these lead to the abnormal propagation of nerve impulses, is a key challenge

for public health.

A team from the Université de Lorraine wanted to carry out a detailed, molecular level, examination of the role of the

ion channels involved in cerebral activity and it was given an allocation of two years by PRACE. The only way of accessing

the level of detail involved in this - of around a hundredth of a microsecond, this being the time it takes for the ion

channel to open and close for the nerve impulses - is through the computing resources available within the European

infrastructure, in this case its Curie and SuperMUC supercomputers.

This work was carried out as part of the Human Brain Project which aims to produce a simulation of the full brain

function and which has been labelled a “Flagship” project by the European Union.

PRACE 2013 RESULT - HEALTH
Cerebral activity

First meeting of the Industrial Advisory Com-

mittee in Brussels, at PRACE head office, 

on 3 September 2013. 

© PRACE
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We must develop and
consolidate our strategy

Interview with Thierry VAN DER PyL, director “Excellence in Science” 

at the DG Connect of the European Commission.

The significance of PRACE for Europe
Thanks to PRACE, researchers in Europe can now for the

first time access powerful computer resources on their

own continent. This has been a crucial contribution and a

real success due to the extraordinary scientific quality of

the projects and the results produced!

These computer resources are absolutely essential for Eu-

ropean competitiveness. 

There have been significant changes in the nature of the

issues, both scientific and industrial, in recent years: In-

creasingly predictive models, approaches that are now

multi-level and multi-physical, as well as multidisciplinary,

with a massive expansion in the volume of data to be pro-

cessed. 

In order to remain competitive,

which means being in the Top 10

of the world’s most powerful

computers, we must implement

a policy to renew and upgrade

our computers. 

This is a real challenge.

The outlook for HPC
European research infrastruc-

tures so far have been created in

response to an identified need.

But to ensure that Europe conti-

nues to produce technologies,

these must be opened to indus-

try - and this is what PRACE has

achieved. Such an opening up is

essential in driving innovation.

Our vision for high performance

computing is based on three components that need to be

interactive and establish virtuous circles: The making avai-

lable of the resources - this is PRACE, the development of

tools and methods for the use of these resources, and the

development of high performance computing technolo-

gies. 

In Europe we have our strengths within each of these

fields despite the fact that our technological capacity is

fragmented. The construction of a competitive value chain

in the technological

field in Europe, with

the aim of being and

remaining in the Top

10, is what the ETP4HPC

platform, created in June,

is intended to achieve.

Europe has embarked

on the creation of this platform as a public-private part-

nership (PPP) project which will lead to significant ad-

vances not only for the next generation of computers, but

also for the IT market as a whole, from components for

mobile phone to servers. In getting there we must persist

on the path that has been set and work

towards the long term. In essence, hold

the course.

The challenge of training
Training is a critical challenge. Simulation

and modelling are now essential for all

scientific disciplines, and there are ever-

increasing levels of interaction between

“scientific” knowledge and computing

knowledge… This means we need young

researchers having received a dual trai-

ning, both scientific and numeric. Again,

PRACE is playing a major role in this field,

another of its successes.

The role of France
France is one of the leaders in high per-

formance computing and one of the few

European countries to have mastered virtually the entire

technological chain. This means that France is therefore

one of the driving forces in the development of high per-

formance computing. The challenge now is to go beyond

national interests towards a shared European vision, open

to the world. 

In terms of high performance computing, the only way to

think is at the European level. We must work to develop

and consolidate our strategy, in which PRACE has had and

will have a critical role to play. 

PRACE Digest 2014 © PRACE

© GENCI/

Laurence Godart
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PRACE 2013 RESULT - PLANET
Variable zoom on the climate
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This was a real technical challenge and the resolution was increased across the model as a whole and for local areas,

major sources of errors. 

This approach made it possible to quantify exactly how any local increase in the resolution in the critical regions resolved

the bias in the model. This is a world first, both in terms of the resolutions achieved and in the ability to “zoom in” on

certain regions of the world.

The scientific data produced by this initial simulation now needs to be put to use but it has already confirmed the place

of French climatology among the “leaders” in terms of research.

Climatology is probably the most demanding scientific discipline in terms of computing time. With so many parameters,

on a range of scales, that need to be included, modelling climate change is not a simple matter but it is one of crucial

importance for the future of the planet.

All climatology models, even the most advanced, have shortcomings, well-known to the scientists, as a result of the

huge complexity of the phenomena to be represented… The more detailed the resolution, for example, the better the

representation of both their heterogeneity and their interactions on the very smallest scale.

Can simply increasing the resolution of existing climate models help to correct the observed shortcomings? Finding an

answer to this question was the aim of the work carried out by a team from the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL)

using the Curie supercomputer. The aim: To gradually increase the resolution of a reference climate model from 100

km (the current standard) to 10 km, and then to check to what extent the shortcomings have been overcome.

© DRAKKAR
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R&D COLLABORATIONS: Latest developments at the ECR laboratory

Installed at the end of 2009 by Intel, the CEA, the Université de Versailles Saint-Quentin en Yvelines (UVSQ) and GENCI,

the ECR laboratory continued its work in 2013, in particular for the co-development and optimization of seismic and

bio-computing applications. It also initiated new work, for instance on a combustion application for Coria, leading to

very encouraging initial results (20% improvement in performance).

At the same time, the CTI performance analysis tool chain was finalized. This is used to check that an application is

being used at maximum capacity when run on a supercomputer. And work was started on measuring and optimizing

the energy consumption of computing codes.

Finally, Intel and the UVSQ, through the ECR laboratory, are participants in the three-year European Exa2CT (exascale

solvers) project, launched in September 2013 and coordinated by IMEC (Belgium). 

Initiatives in computing

Fortissimo, game on!

Within the HPC-SME Initiative (see page 18), GENCI and

Inria are partners in the Fortissimo project. Coordinated

by the University of Edinburg and including 45 partners,

Fortissimo aims to offer a commercial HPC cloud infra-

structure, through a “one-stop shop” where companies

will be able to obtain the tools they need to bring their

industrial projects to reality (applications, expertise, re-

sources, etc.), on a “pay-per use” basis.

With a budget of 16 million euros over three years, star-

ting 01 July 2013, Fortissimo will run approximately 50

cloud-based experiments with the use of business-rele-

vant applications involving calls

for participation, the first of

which was launched at the end

of 2013. 

The French applicants, which will

be selected as part of this first

call of participation,

come from within

the HPC-SME Initiative for which Fortissimo

is a logical next stage for those SMEs wishing

to do business on the cloud.  
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GENCI is actively involved in a number of initiatives both in France and

in Europe to promote high performance computing (HPC), whether this

means playing its part in preparing for the next generation of super-

computers or encouraging the use of HPC by SMEs.

Mont-Blanc, achieving success

Launched in October 2011 for a three-year period, with

a budget of 14.5 million euros, the purpose of the Mont-

Blanc project, coordinated by BSC (Spain) and including

GENCI together with the CEA, is to evaluate the poten-

tial of low use components, for the technologies used

in our mobile phones, for the next generation of super-

computers. 

The work carried out in 2013 led to the development of

prototype equipment, integrated by Bull, and based

around the Samsung Exynos 5250 processor. A series of

11 target applications of the Mont-Blanc project were

run on this prototype to

help evaluate the ease of

portability/programming

and the initial perfor-

mances were measured.

These results were pre-

sented at the Supercomputing 2013 (SC’13) internatio-

nal conference in Denver in the

United States. This presentation

won its author, a PhD student in

Barcelona, the prize for the best

presentation by a student. 

© BSC

© BSC
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Key figures
GENCI 2013
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40 SMEs provided with customized 
support thanks to HPC-SME

700 million core hours granted

to 600 projects a year

1.6 petaflop/s
x 80 in 6 years

1 petaflop/s globally in regions
x 2 in 2 years with Equip@meso

France 2nd country benefiting (science) 
and 1st (industry) from PRACE systems
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GENCI is a “civil company” (société civile) under French law, created in 2007 and 49% owned
by the State, represented by the ministère de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la recherche,
20% by the CEA, 20% by the CNRS, 10% by the Universities, which are represented by the
Conférence des présidents d’Université, and 1% by Inria.
In order to place France among the leading countries within Europe and on the international
stage, GENCI has three main missions:
To implement the national strategy for high performance computing in support of French
scientific research in close liaison with the three national computing centres;
To participate in the creation of an integrated European HPC ecosystem;
To promote numerical simulation and HPC, within the academic and industrial communi-
ties, and, in combination with Inria et Bpifrance as part of a specific initiative for SMEs.

Governance
The governance of GENCI takes the form of a Council and various technical bodies.
The council acts as a General Meeting. It represents the partners collectively and is where the major deci-
sions are made (budget, strategic orientations). The Council met three times in 2013.
In carrying out its work, the council receives support in expertise offered by the following bodies:
 The comité consultatif administratif et financier (ccaf), consisting of representatives of the partners, in
relation to all financial and administrative matters;
 The commission des marchés, consisting of experts of public contracts, which must be consulted for any
procedures involving competitive tendering, because of the public funding involvement in GENCI;
 The Groupe technique, consisting of representatives of the partners, for technical matters.

membership of the council of Genci at 31 december 2013

council chair: Catherine RIVIÈRE, CEO of GENCI

state representatives: Pascal FOUILLAT, chef du Service de la stratégie en recherche et innovation au Ministère de l’enseignement

supérieur et de la recherche (MESR/DGRI), and Bernard CARRIÈRE, conseiller au Ministère de l’enseignement supérieur et de la

recherche (MESR/DGESIP). cea representatives: Jean-Paul DURAUD, directeur adjoint des Sciences de la matière (CEA/DSM), and

Christophe BÉHAR, directeur de l’Énergie nucléaire (CEA/DEN). cnrs representatives: Michel BIDOIT, directeur de l’Institut national

des sciences informatiques et de leurs interactions (CNRS/INS2I), and Jean-François STEPHAN†, directeur de l’Institut national des

sciences de l’Univers (CNRS/INSU). universities representatives: Daniel ÉGRET, directeur de l’Observatoire de Paris, and François

GERMINET, président de l’Université de Cergy-Pontoise. inria representative: Antoine PETIT, directeur général adjoint. invited re-

presentative of the ministère de l’industrie: Fabien TERRAILLOT, chef du bureau Logiciel à la Direction générale de la compétitivité,

de l'industrie et des services (DGCIS). state economic and financial supervision function: Jean-Claude PERREL, contrôleur d’État.

membership of the comité consultatif administratif et financier of Genci at 31 december 2013

state representative: Sylvie AMBLARD, chargée d'études au Département de la gestion et du pilotage budgétaires des programmes

à la DGRI (MESR/DGRI). cea representative: Patrick GUYARD, directeur financier adjoint. cnrs representative: Frédérique PEL-

LETIER, chef du Pôle d’appui financier à la science. universities representative: Michel DELLACASAGRANDE, ancien directeur fi-

nancier de l’Education nationale. 
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membership of the commission des marchés of Genci at 31 december 2013

state representatives: Philippe AJUELOS, chef de la mission des achats du ministère de l’Éducation nationale, and Sylvie AMBLARD,

chargée d'études au département de la gestion et du pilotage budgétaires des programmes à la DGRI (MESR/DGRI). cea repre-

sentatives: Laurence GASSE, Service commercial du CEA/Saclay, and Thibault PELLETIER, Direction des Achats et Partenariat Stra-

tégique. cnrs representatives: Jean-Eudes FOUMENTEZE, chef du pôle Droit économique à la Direction des affaires juridiques,

and Olivier BERARD, directeur délégué aux Achats et à l’innovation. universities representatives: Michel DELLACASAGRANDE,

ancien directeur financier de l’Education nationale, and Yves LE RAY, directeur administratif et financier de SOLEIL and Chair of

the Commission des marchés for two years.

membership of the Groupe technique of Genci at 31 december 2013

state representative: Mark ASCH, conseiller au ministère de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la recherche. cea representatives:

Laurent CROUZET, assistant du directeur des Sciences de la matière - en charge du calcul intensif et de l’informatique (CEA/DSM),

and Jacques DAVID, coordinateur PRACE/GENCI/HPC pour la Direction de l’énergie nucléaire (CEA/DEN). cnrs representatives:

Michel DAYDÉ, délégué scientifique de l’Institut national des sciences informatiques et de leurs interactions (CNRS/INS2I) en

charge des grilles de calcul et du HPC, and Denis GIROU, directeur de l’Idris. universities representative: Francis DAUMAS, directeur

du Cines. inria representatives: Thierry PRIOL, directeur scientifique adjoint auprès de la Direction de la recherche et de la Direction

des partenariats européens - en charge du domaine « Réseaux, systèmes et services, calcul distribué », and Jean ROMAN, directeur

scientifique adjoint auprès de la Direction de la recherche en charge du domaine « Mathématiques appliquées, calcul et simula-

tion ».

financial information
The bulk of the finance for GENCI comes from its members, in proportion
to their holdings in the civil company structure. 

In addition to these contributions, GENCI receives other budget alloca-
tions for its involvement in various European projects, including PRACE.

In 2013, GENCI’s budget amounted to €30 million (see breakdown op-
posite). The operation of national resources was the main expenditure
item in 2013.
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team
On 31 December 2013, with catherine rivière as ceo, GENCI is composed of 13 people. Annaïg Le Guen
and Catherine Le Louarn left GENCI on February 2014.

annaïg le Guen

maud loret

philippe segers

nicolas mignerey

aurélia brunon

annabel truongmaïté campéasedouard brunel

laetitia baudin

thomas palychata

catherine le

louarn

stéphane requena

european projects

equip@meso

prace

communication

national resources management

hpc-sme

civil company
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Ter@tec forum
Ever since its creation in 2007, GENCI has each year spon-

sored and contributed to the Ter@tec forum, the annual

meeting place for the players in HPC in France. 

The Equip@meso project and the HPC-SME Initiative (see

pages 14 and 18) were the keynote themes considered

during the two-day event, held on 25 and 26 June at

Ecole Polytechnique in Palaiseau, with over a thousand

visitors.

RUE 2013
As part of the Rencontres Université Entreprises (RUE -

University-Industry Exchanges), held on 27 and 28 March

2013 in Paris, Renater organized, with the support of

GENCI, a roundtable on “The contribution of computing

to science”. Two researchers attended to present their

work on modelling, in cosmology and climate science.

ANR meeting
GENCI took part for the first time in the ANR Rencontres

du Numérique (Digital Technologies Meeting), on 17 and

18 April 2013 at the Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie de

la Villette in Paris. 

In addition to its stand, where it was able to present

some of its leading achievements, GENCI organized, on

18 April, a roundta-

ble on the benefits of

HPC with 4 resear-

chers from different

disciplines (theoreti-

cal chemistry, clima-

tology, combustion and

materials).

Entitled “HPC, a dri-

ving force for scienti-

fic innovation”, the roundtable had a twofold objective:

To present the computing resources available in France

and Europe and to provide a number of real examples of

scientific advances made.

International relations 
A delegation from the Taiwanese public research body,

National Applied Research Laboratories (NARLabs), was

received by GENCI on 25 September 2013, in the pre-

sence of a representative of the Ministry of Higher Edu-

cation and Research (MESR). 

The meeting was an opportunity to discuss the work of

GENCI and of NARLabs, set-up in June 2003 by a grouping

of six research laboratories and which now has eleven af-

filiated research centres.

With Inria for industry
GENCI was an active participant at the

Rencontres Inria Industrie (Inria Industry

Exchanges), held on 11 June 2013 in Paris,

attended by almost 200 participants and

considering the subject of “Modelling, si-

mulation and HPCf”. It was an opportunity

to present the HPC-SME Initiative (see page 18) and to

announce its deployment in the regions, namely with the

partners in the Equip@meso project (see page 14).
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Shorts
At the heart of the  

HPC ecosystem 
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Genci 2013 results (national resources)

page 3: “hope for myopathy sufferers”

500 000 core hours on Ada (CNRS/Idris)

Principal Investigator: Olivier Delalande - Université Rennes 1 - 

CT7 “Molecular Modelling applied to biology”

page 4: “reducing noise in moving vehicles”

1,5 million core hours on Ada (CNRS/Idris) and Curie (CEA/TGCC)

Principal Investigator: Xavier Gloerfelt - ENSAM - 

CT2a “Non reactive fluids”

page 5 : “anatomy of an earthquake”

110 000 core hours on Jade (Cines)

Principal Investigator: Hideo Aochi - BRGM and Université de

Tokyo - CT4 “Astrophysics and geophysics”

page 6: “listening to the transistors”

6.5 millions core hours on Curie (CEA/TGCC)

Principal Investigator: Yann-Michel Niquet - joint CEA/DSM,

CEA/DRT and STMicroelectronics - CT9 “Physics, chemistry and

material properties”

page 7: “optimized fuel loading”

140 000 core hours on Curie (CEA/TGCC)

Principal Investigator: Jean-Charles Le Pallec - CEA/DEN - 

CT10 “Multidisciplinary and new HPC applications”

page 8: “airport fog”

750 000 core hours on Curie (CEA/TGCC)

Principal Investigator: Thierry Bergot - Groupe d’étude de l’at-

mosphère météorologique (CNRS/Météo France) - 

CT1 “Environment”

page 8: “composites for tomorrow”

200 000 core hours on Curie (CEA/TGCC)

Principal Investigator: Hugues Digonnet - Mines ParisTech - 

CT6 “Computer science, algorithms and mathematics”

page 10: “mapping lightning strikes”

110 000 core hours on Ada (CNRS/Idris) and Jade (Cines)

Principal Investigator: Alain Reinex - Collaboration XLIM

(CNRS/Université de Limoges) and Dassault Aviation -

CT5 “Theoretical physics and plasma physics”

page 11: “up in the clouds”

350 000 core hours on Curie (CEA/TGCC)

Principal Investigator: Jérémie Bec - Observatoire de la Côte

d’azur - CT2b “Reactive and multiphasic fluids”

page 13: “high speed immunity”

224 000 core hours on Jade and 70 000 on Yoda (Cines)

Principal Investigator: Véronique Giudicelli - Laboratoire d’im-

munogénétique moléculaire (CNRS) - CT3 “Biology and health”

eQuip@meso 2013 results (regional resources) 

page 14: “shockwaves” 

Propagation of shockwaves in complex milieu

Principal Investigator: Abdellah Hadjaj - Coria

page 15: “ice melt”

Elmer/Ice, a new generation polar icecap model

Principal Investigator: Fabien Gillet-Chaulet, Laboratoire de gla-

ciologie et géophysique de l’environnement (CNRS/Université

de Grenoble)

page 17: “deep into the mind”

High Performance Computing for simulating blood flows in

complex geometry

Principal Investigator: Christophe Prud’homme - Université de

Strasbourg

prace 2013 results (european resources)

page 22: “virtual accidents”

FMOC: Fast Multi-physics Optimization of a Car 

42 million core hours on Curie (TGCC)

Principal Investigator: Marc Pariente - Renault

page 22: “cerebral activity”

Electrophysiology - atomistic modelling

70 million core hours including 28 million on Curie (TGCC) and

42 million on SuperMUC (LRZ, Germany)

Principal Investigator: Mounir Tarek - CNRS

page 24: “variable zoom on the climate”

PULSATION: Petascale mULti-gridS ocean-ATmosphere coupled

simulatIONs

22,5 million core hours on Curie (TGCC)

Principal Investigator: Sébastien Masson - UPMC
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